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Our mission for today …

Learn how to test ideas 
and understand what other 
people want. Use that 
understanding to refine our 
ideas.
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What do you want? 
Yesterdays product idea scores
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Product idea Day 1 Day 2 Final

Star alert 29

Autotrans 23

RIP Space 21

Reduce, reuse, reed cycle 19

Home 3d 15

Sciencespeak 10

Space garbage collection 9

Audiograph 8

Solar express 6

Spacebook mashup 0

Reality cubed 0



It takes a long time to understand what people want and give it to them.
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Barack Obama 
Time from Chicago Projects to Presidency: 18 years.

Lady Gaga 
Time from first musical work to first #1: 5 years.

Apple’s iPad 
Time from first research to product launch: 23 years.

EADS Ariane V 
Time from drawing board to product launch:12 years.



But life is short and competition 
is fierce. What can we do to 
understand people more 
quickly?
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How would you find out what 
people want?

• Sales
Yours or someone else’s.

• Surveys
• Focus groups
• Prototype testing
• Product testing
For all these you need to ask 
people good questions.
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Surveys

Case study

The UK NHS is required by law 
to reduce it’s CO2 emissions by 
20% by 2015. The NHS wanted 
to know what it could do to 
motivate the 430 CEOs of 
hospitals and other UK health 
organisations to increase the 
number of carbon reduction 
projects they commissioned in 
their organisations. 
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CO2 Reductions 
Communications Study for 
the UK Health Service (NHS)

Over a period of three months, I interviewed 40 NHS 
CEOs and finance directors. I asked them 24 
questions, ranging from their views on whether climate 
change was real to whether they wanted stronger 
government targets.

The main outcomes were that they would increase the 
number of projects if:

1.They had done it before.
2.They could save money by cutting CO2 .
3.They knew that other CEOs were doing the same.



A way to design your surveys 
The Theory of Planned Behaviour, Ajzen 
(1990)
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A model of factors people 
consider in planning and 
executing their actions. Can 
explain c. 40% of behaviour.

Moral norm
Is performing this 
behaviour right or 
wrong?

Past Experience
When I did this before, 
was the outcome 
satisfactory?

Situational
How convenient is it? 
How well does it work? 
Can I afford it? Can I buy 
it easily?

Consequences
Can be knowledge 
based or emotive: does 
it do you good or does it 
make you feel good?

Attitude
Is this behaviour 
favourable or 
unfavourable?

Perceived Control
How much difference do I 
think it will it make? Can I 
buy this / do this? How 
much will 

Subjective norm
Is there social pressure 
to perform this behaviour 
or not perform it?



Surveys

Case study

How does this fit within the 
Theory of Planned Behaviour 
model?
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CO2 Reductions 
Communications Study for 
the UK Health Service (NHS)

1.They had done it before 
= Past Experience

2.They could save money by cutting CO2 
= Situational Norm

3.They knew that other CEOs were doing the same = 
Subjective Norm



Examine these offers through the lens of the Theory of Planned Behaviour
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Barack Obama
⊕ Subjective norm, Moral norm, Perceived Control, Consequences 
⊗ Past Experience, Situational

Lady Gaga 
⊕ Subjective norm, Consequences, Past Experience, Situational
⊗ Moral norm

Apple’s iPad 
⊕ Subjective norm, Consequences, Past Experience, Situational
⊗ Moral norm

EADS Ariane V 
⊕ Consequences, Past Experience, Situational



Prototype testing

Case study

The airTEXT was developed in 
two phases. And initial prototype 
system, based on Croydon, 
South London. This was trialed 
with 100 users.

In the second phase, the service 
was refined and modified to 
better suit user needs across 
London. This has 6,000 users.
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Croydon Prototype

Health advice based on the air pollution forecast were 
sent by SMS. Signup using a paper form. 

Final London system

Advice is sent by voicemail, email and SMS. Signup 
using a paper form, online or by SMS short code. 



Focus Groups & Product Testing

Case study

Next generation information 
system for air pollution, sunburn, 
water quality, heat stress. Being 
developed now by AEA and 
O2/Telefonica, along with DLR, 
INERIS and ThalesAlenia. Again 
uses satellite and ground based 
data, assimilated into a CTM, to 
help predict environmental 
stressors and communicate this 
to individuals.
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How we used focus groups

As part of development, we’ve used focus groups with 
potential service users to help define how the 
information should be delivered to users.

Potential clients were invited to spend 3 hours with us, 
telling us how they manage their health problems, 
what they thought about air pollution, and how that 
information could help them. 

This culminated in a set of service storyboards.
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What do you want? 
Yesterdays product idea scores
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Product idea Day 1 Day 2 Final

Star alert 29

Autotrans 23

RIP Space 21

Reduce, reuse, reed cycle 19

Home 3d 15

Sciencespeak 10

Space garbage collection 9

Audiograph 8

Solar express 6

Spacebook mashup 0

Reality cubed 0



Exercise 5: Focus group (20 minutes, 10 minutes each way)

Pair with the team to your left or right and break into sub-groups of 3 from 
each.

Take turns to be the product developers and the focus group. 

Objective: Test your idea with people. 

First, pitch the product to them. Explain what it's value to them might be. 

Then ask them what they think. Don't try to convince them it's good. The point is 
to learn what your clients want rather than what you want to sell them. 

Focus on questions like:

• How would you use this service / product?
• How much would you pay for it?
• How would you feel about using it?
• What would make it better than the alternatives?
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Exercise 6: Refine & pitch again (5 minutes)

Objective: Use the feedback from your focus group to improve your product idea. 
Refine your pitch, but keep it to 100 words, under 1 minute.
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Your Presenter will give your new pitch and we vote 
again.



Exercise 7:  Develop collateral (overnight, not more than 1 hour)

Objectives: Refine your idea again if needed.

Develop one piece of marketing collateral that captures your idea.

It can be a slide, page of a leaflet, image, logo etc to help you sell your product. 

Extend your pitch to 250 words (2 minutes). 
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Tomorrow
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• Expressing yourself – how to get 
your ideas across.

• Launch your product.
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